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The Crimes of NATO’s Neocolonial Wars: The
Mainstream Media are Organs of State and
Corporate Propaganda
“Mainstream media is nothing more than the propaganda organ of the powers
that be” Belgian MP denounces the crimes of NATO’s neo-colonial wars.
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Global Research, January 30, 2013
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Although  ignored  by  all  major  news  media,  one  of  the  most  important  parliamentary
speeches was made recently by Laurent Louis, a young Belgian deputy in the Chamber of
Representatives (la Chambre des Représentants).

In his speech Louis denounced the French invasion of Mali which he described as “neo-
colonialist”.

Mr.  Louis also pointed out that the mainstream media are simply organs of  state and
corporate propaganda. 

“The leaders of Western countries are taking their people for fools, with the
help  and  support  of  the  press,  which  today  is  nothing  more  than  the
propaganda organ of the powers that be.”

Not  mincing  his  words,  the  intrepid  Belgian  politician  lambasted  the  foreign  policy  of
Belgium and the European Union:

“Everywhere in the world, military operations and destabilizations of regimes
are becoming more and more frequent. Preventive war has become the rule.
Nowadays  in  the  name of  democracy  or  the  war  on  terrorism our  states
appropriate the right to violate the sovereignty of independent countries and
to  overthrow legitimate leaders.  There  was Iraq,  Afghanistan,  the wars  of
American lies, followed by Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and thanks to your decisions,
our country participated in the front line in crimes against humanity in order to
overthrow, every time, every time, progressive and moderate regimes and to
replace  them  with  Islamist  regimes,  whose  first  desire  was  to  impose  Sharia
law”

Louis went on to accuse the Belgian government of sponsoring terrorism in Syria.

“It’s  the  same  right  now  in  Syria,  where  our  government  is  shamefully
financing the arming of Islamist rebels who are trying to overthrow Bachar Al-
Assad; this in the middle of an economic crisis while Belgian citizens have
difficulty  paying  their  rent  and  eating  correctly  and  keeping  warm.  And  our
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Foreign  Minister  decides  to  offer  9  million  Euros  to  the  Syrian  rebels!”

Louis lashed out at the hypocrisy of the French government, pretending to fight terrorism in
Mali while funding and supporting it in Syria. He also condemned NATO’s war in Afghanistan
where he accused the latter of making money from drug trafficking.

The Belgian politician did not mince his words:

“ I dismiss all the so-called do-gooders whether they are on the left, the centre
or the right who are at the heart of this corrupt power and who like to ridicule
me.

I dismiss our leaders who play with their bombs like children in the playground,
and who pretend to be democrats while they are nothing but low-life criminals.

I  have no  respect  either  for  the  journalists  who have the  cheek to  treat
dissidents as madmen while they know that these dissidents are perfectly
correct.”

Louis  predicted  that  NATO’s  next  target  would  be  Algeria  before  the  final  showdown  with
Iran. He noted that NATO could also decide to wage a terrorist campaign in Europe to justify
more repression and foreign wars. This was the reason, he said, for the attacks of 911.

Louis was no doubt alluding to Operation Gladio, a covert terrorist campaign carried out by
NATO intelligence in Europe from the 1960s to the 1980s in order to criminalize left-wing
groups and increase the power of the capitalist state. Although, investigated by the Belgian
and Swiss governments, as well as confessions by many involved to the BBC, many aspects
of the terrorism campaign remain mysterious and unresolved.

Before concluding Louis gave the Belgian parliament a brief lesson on Mali’s abundant
natural resources, in particular uranium, which the French nuclear energy multinational
Areva will now be able to exploit as Malians die of hunger and malnutrition, while the French
military will occupy the country with military bases to prevent any revolt of the people.

The thirty three year old politician said more for the ordinary man in one speech than all the
parliamentary  waffle  of  the  last  few  decades.  In  these  lugubrious  times  of  ubiquitous  lies
and  obscene  evil,  Louis’  courage  and  integrity  should  serve  as  an  example  to  other
politicians who tread in the corridors of power to speak out and denounce this tyranny now
before it destroys all possibility of denunciation.

Listening to Louis’ passionate oratory brought to mind these lines from W.H Auden written in
September 1939, on the eve of World War II:

“Defenseless under the night
Our world in stupor lies;
Yet, dotted everywhere,
Ironic points of light
Flash out wherever the Just
Exchange their messages:
May I, composed like them
Of Eros and of dust,
Beleaguered by the same
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Negation and despair,
Show an affirming flame”
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